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ABSTRACT: Since the nuclear energy has been recognized as a useful energy, the subject of structure,
operation and safety and environmental protection have also been important. In the nuclear reactors, one
of the most dangerous accidents that can occur is the loss of coolant accident, that the most important of
these events is the guillotine breaking in cold or hot leg coolant, which, this will melt the reactor core if
it is not stopped. This paper presents one of the most dangerous accidents in reactor containments known
as loss of coolant accident in its worst condition which is called large break loss of coolant accident.
The specific type of large break loss of coolant accident is double ended cold leg break which means
totally guillotine type of break in cold leg pipe. This modeling is performed in single volume method
in Advanced Pressurized water reactor which is one of the most sophisticated safe reactors that has
ever been built. The conservation mass and energy equations have been used in this modeling and the
modeling software applied in our analysis is MATLAB, and the results are compared with the Advanced
Pressurized-1000 water reactor safety, security and environmental reports.

1. Introduction
During a severe accident, a large amount of radioactive
fission products is generated and the goal of the containment
system is to avoid or limit the release of these fission
products to the external environment. This goal is achieved
through restriction of accidents or by using containment
safety systems limiting the dangerous effects of the event.
Therefore, the containment plays a basic role in safety.
Advanced Pressurized (AP) 1000 is a two loop 1000 MWe
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) with passive safety
features and extensive plant simplifications that enhances
the construction, operation, maintenance, and safety [1]. The
AP1000 safety-related systems include the following (Fig. 1):
1. Passive core cooling system (PXS)
2. Passive containment Cooling System (PCS)
3. Main control room emergency habitability system
(VES)
4. Containment isolation
The Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) is most likely
to occur in ‘water cooled reactors’, where the stored energy
content of the high pressure, high temperature coolant may be
released to the containment by rupture of an exposed pipe. Due
to the importance of safety in nuclear power plants, accident
analysis should be performed in power plant design, one of
the most important events to consider is the loss of coolant
accidents. There has been a lot of research and studies in this
field such as: Numerical simulation study of Large Break
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Lose Of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) for AP1000 reactor by
SCDAP / RELAP 4.0 computational code [2], Simulation of
Small Break Lose Of Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) AP1000
Reactor accident using RELAP5-MV code and comparing
results with NOTRUMP code [3], Thermal-hydraulic and
stress analysis of AP1000 reactor containment during LOCA
in dry cooling mode [4].

Fig. 1. AP1000 RCS and passive core cooling system [1].
Fig. 1. AP1000 RCS and passive core cooling system [1]
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Fig. 1. AP1000 RCS and passive core cooling system [1].
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Fig. 2. Control volume
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is the ental
release
of primary
coolant
within
the
containment. The magnitude of the peak pressure and the
time to reach to peak pressure are of interest for structural
considerations of the containment. The fluid released in the
containment can be due to the rupture of either the primary
or secondary coolant loops. In both cases the assumed pipe
4
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rupture begins the blow down. The final state of the water/
air mixture depends on several other factors: (1) the initial
thermodynamic state and mass of water in the reactor and the
air in the containment; (2) the rate of release of fluid into the
containment and the possible heat sources or sinks involved;
(3) the likelihood of exothermic chemical reactions; and (4)
the core decay heat [6]. In the analysis of transient conditions,
using the application of the first law of thermodynamics in
three subsections including containment air, water vapor
initially in the air of containment, and discharged water into
the containment from primary system. Heat transfer modeling
is performed for AP1000 reactor containment according
Fig. 3.
3. Discussion and Results
Distribution of pressure and temperature of inside
reactor containment with time have been shown in Figs. 4
and 5 respectively. As it can be seen from these diagrams,
the pressure and temperature of the containment increase
as the water and steam discharge into the containment, But
because after the start of the accident, the reactor safety
systems, including the water spray system inside the safety
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containment, heat removal system through the walls and the
accumulators system by draining the water on the outer wall
of the containment, reducing the pressure and temperature
inside the safety containment.
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4. Conclusions
By comparing the results from the model and report [6]
it is seen that the two phase simulation of LOCA accident in
AP1000 with single volume method is acceptable, also due
to little differences observed between the consequences of
modeling and report [6], it can be inferred that mathematical
procedures and conjectures in transients, equilibrium
conditions and heat transfer, with receivable assumptions are
useful approximations for AP1000 systems.
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